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Film shot in Panama City premieres in Miami
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PANAMA CITY — The world
premiere of “Born & Raised,” an
independent film shot in Panama
City in 2009, was held Friday at the
Miami International Film Festival.

“Filmed on location in Panama City, director/producer Joshua Dragge
and writer/producer/star Nick Loritsch created this authentic, deeply
Floridian production over a number of years, and the romantic use of
our great state’s setting gives this drama an atmospheric sizzle,” said
Jaie Laplante, reviewing the film for the festival. “The naturalistic
performances … contribute to the down-home, genuine sincerity of
this sweet film.”
“Born & Raised” is the story of a young man growing up in the St.
Andrews area who learns a thing or two about love, luck and life from
his well-traveled, outlaw grandfather. Described as a “tough comingof-age drama with a lot of heart and a ton of laughs,” the film deals
with family, friends, love, forgiveness, small towns and the desire for
something more.
“I am extremely proud of all the hard work, from crew to talent to all
the related industry workers and businesses who tolerated — I mean
helped make this beautifully written piece into a great film,” joked Bay
County Film Commissioner Julie Ann Gordon, who is credited as
executive producer on the film and attended the premiere in Miami.
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JERRY RIGGED FILMS | Special to The
News Herald
Jackson Pyle, left, and Nick Loritsch co-star in
“Born & Raised,” an independent film shot in
Panama City in 2009. Loritsch also wrote and
produced the film.
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“The reason Panama City has a film commissioner at all is because of
the city’s Spring Break element,” the filmmakers said in a news
release. “Typically, Julie handles productions from the likes of MTV,
BET, VH1, etc. As we weren’t them, wanted to shoot in the off-season,
had hometown roots and, hopefully, a couple drops of artistic integrity,
Julie was ecstatic when we chose to use the Florida Panhandle as our
film’s backdrop.”

53 people recommend this.

“In high school, my buddy’s dad always had a knack for catching my
friend and I red-handed,” Loritsch said. “He’d always say, ‘If Nick
hears me out, I won’t tell his folks.’ That worked for me, so I did. (He)
came from very humble beginnings and you really didn’t know what
making mistakes were until you heard his version of it. … These
moments heavily influenced (the film’s) grandfather character and his
relationship with his grandson.”
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Dragge and Loritsch said the location was important to the film’s story,
and they added the movie would not have been made without
Gordon’s involvement.

The choice of location also was important to Loritsch, who lived in
Panama City for about four years while a teenager and attended both
Surfside Middle School and Bay High School.
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While scouting locations for the production, Gordon introduced the
filmmakers to locals who later would become crew members, including
production designer Trent Dion Soto, gaffer Craig Griffin, second assistant camera operator Jordan Marking, hair and
makeup artist Andrea Ferrell and local actors Ashley McElhaney, Jillian Silcox and Ford Seeuws (who also served as
a grip).
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All of the locations were secured through Gordon’s relationships with the property owners or managers, including The
Shrimp Boat, Uncle Ernies, St. Andrews Marina, the Canoe Shop, Tan Fannies, Newby’s Too and several sailboats.
“We’re beyond grateful for everything that Julie and the city did for us, as this film wouldn’t have been made without
them,” the filmmakers said.
Upon wrapping up production in late December 2009, the crew returned to California to begin post-production work
with an eye toward a 2011 release. They instead got on festival schedules for 2012. At the premiere Friday, cast and
crew were informed that the film has been accepted into two more festivals, the Sun Screening in Tampa and Bare
Bones in Muscogee, Okla.
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